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Up, down, up, down.  

Kieran wanted to ensure that every inch of his room was spotless. 

Left, right, left, right. 

He could feel his arms begin to tire but was nonetheless determined to get the job done. 

Around, around, around. 

The arduous scrubbing of the sponge made the carpet seem a different colour from the rest - 

there was no way that they would notice anything had been there. The damp patch lay on the 

floor like a black hole in the ground. Kieran gazed at it a moment. Though the stain had certainly 

been removed, he could still sense its presence. Millions of tiny foam bubbles popped and 

crackled between each cotton hair. Kieran was somewhat repulsed by this.  

He didn’t know why.  

No matter – his guests would be here soon, and he needed to ensure the place was spotless.  

Every top was dusted. Every corner and crevice, cleared.  

There can’t be one flake of dust in the air, Kieran thought.  

Everything must be up scratch. Everything. 

What dust and grime that hadn’t already been detected didn’t stand a chance against Kieran’s 

seasoned vacuuming skills, hummmming and buzzzzzzing around the room with a deafening 

suction. He couldn’t bring himself to look at the repulsive swirling mass of filth that had 

accumulated in the vacuum. To a man of uncompromising sanitary excellence, the imagery of 

putrid vileness being eaten up and sucked through a tube, only to be added to the soft brittle fur 

which he desperately tried to rid his room of, did not agree with Kieran’s stomach. His long 

fingers proved handy for digging out any excess dust or crumbs that may be hiding under the 

surfaces which the vacuum couldn’t reach, even if it did mean he had to touch the filth with his 

bare hands. On his hands and knees, looking for any stray socks or wrappers, Kieran’s gaunt arm 

went out searching under his drawers and bed. So far it seemed his prior diligence in consistently 

ensuring the room’s cleanliness was paying off, as his arm patted down the last of the expansive 

carpet. All seemed clear as Kieran bega-- 

He stopped.  

There was something there. He couldn’t think what it could be – surely it was all clean!? And, 

while he was unaware of what it was, Kieran was at least certain that it was not a wrapper nor 

ball of fluff. The stray strings of the carpet tickled Kieran’s nose while he blindly searched under 

his bed, his fingers as the antenna of his arm. It was all dead air and soft carpet so far. Kieran 

was momentarily fooled that his senses had been tricked, until his index finger and thumb took 

hold of what felt like a flaky and brittle substance which he removed with a delicacy from under 

his bed. His hand emerging from the dark, a strange gust flushed through Kieran’s mind as his 

eyes caught sight of a mummified lizard-like creature, about the size of a butterfly, curled up on 

his palm.  

It seemed the lizard-type irritance had been dead for some time. Its tightly curled tail had 

fossilised and its eyes, evidently long since disintegrated with time, left enlarged holes in the 

face, leaving only a dried, web-like substance behind it. The size of the creature would suggest it 

had died young, but it was hard to tell. After all, Kieran had nothing to compare it with and had 

never heard of a such a creature in this climate, let alone his building. 



However, more than anything, he was annoyed with himself for having made such a foolish 

mistake in not detecting the vermin earlier. This was not acceptable. But such matters were of 

little importance right now.  

Time was short and Kieran still had to get ready – he didn’t have the time to go to the toilet to 

flush away the beast and throwing it out the window would surely risk alerting his neighbours to 

the uncleanliness of his room. Scanning his surroundings for a temporary fix, his eyes fell upon, 

what seemed to him, an adequate old shoebox beside the wardrobe.  

My guests must never know, thought Kieran as he placed the lizard in the box, neatly throwing a 

blanket over it. He was rushed to get ready and flicked on calming music to soothe his clogged 

mind. His crisp, freshly ironed white shirt contrasted the dark shine of his shoes, that latter of 

which was so vigorously prepared that clunks of polish could still be found under his fingernails.  

A guttural squelching gave way to the to the thick hair gel that covered his hand as Kieran began 

to style his hair with great concentration and precision.  

But, as he prepared himself, Kieran’s concentration was increasingly tickled by a light metallic 

jittering in the room. The more he strained to block the sounds from his mind, the louder, louder 

they would become. With one hand still tending his hair, the other reached over to turn up the 

music to drown away the distraction. 

He picked at different strains of hair, then flattened them down with a short rustle of his hand. 

Kieran did this over and over until he would find the right shape, promptly held together by a 

hefty dose of hairspray. The acuteness of this activity was enough to hold his focus for a time, 

but the persistence of the jittering continued – becoming more abrasive with each beat and rattle. 

Such occurrences got in the way of his routine, of which time was already cut short.  

He followed the noises in his room, twitching his head every time he’d thought he was close. 

The old rusty heater that sat below his window would be the primary suspect, but it was clear to 

Kieran that it was already off when he went to turn the dial. It made him uneasy. A feeling of 

dread lined the pit of his stomach. The room seemed still, but something was there. Kieran was 

confused. The feeling slowly grew in him; became more sporadic, until – turning his head – 

Kieran’s eyes fell upon the shoebox he put the lizard in earlier. Quizzically, as his attention 

narrowed in its direction, his feet took delicate steps - closer, closer. Something didn’t seem 

right.  

Closer, closer, closer----he stepped with his eyes tightly focused on the shoebox.  

The scratching had a light bristle which floated through the air. Kieran’s brow narrowed in the 

hope of detecting any movements. Closer, closer, clo—he stopped. Kieran could have sworn he 

saw the box move. He kept his eyes fixed in front of him. Scratching continued. Maybe it’s in the 

wall, thought Kieran until- -  

THUMP. 

The box jerked with a decisiveness. There was nothing ambiguous about it now – Kieran had 

found the source of the sound.  

THUMP.  

With each movement, the force within the box seemed to grow in strength. There was more 

veracity to it, like a rat trying to eat its way out.  

THUMP. THUMP. 

Sudden intense shaking began to set in. Kieran could all but stand in horror at the mercy of the 

box growing in power, moving side to side, gaining force, hitting into the wall with an even 

greater THUMP. Kieran lunged himself towards it, by which time the vibrations of energy 

generated inside the shoebox had created sufficient force to thrust it in the other direction, 



leaving Kieran to clamour to the ground with a meaty thud. Though it hadn’t gotten far, the 

rapidly building energy exerted from inside the shoebox was unpredictable in its movement. He 

cornered it from a vantage point as he hoisted himself up with the banister of his bed feeling 

somewhat more in control of the situation. The longer he didn’t act the greater force the box had 

and by this point the shaking and vibrations created such energy that Kieran realised it was 

lifting off the lid - What then!?. In an instant which he knew could not be neglected, Kieran 

observed the shoebox shuffle back in the direction of the bed and lunged for it.  

It was all scuffles and jolts. Sounds, sensations, and the physical fatigue which set in and relaxed 

Kieran’s limbs while looking down in a sudden overwhelming relief to see the box securely 

jammed under his bed by the books he’d found in the chaos. The thing within WHACKED and 

THUMPED with all it’s might at the ridges of the shoebox. They were strong hits (one creating a 

very slight crack on the side), but it began to slow and tire, eventually, letting out a final 

THUMP. 

Then - nothing. 

He arose straightening out his clothing – smoothening out the creases in his trousers, picking and 

patting away at the odd ball of fluff. Tucking in his shirt behind a loosened buckle, Kieran 

became suddenly aware of an emptiness in the room, as if the walls had opened and let in the air 

from outside. He felt as if he were suddenly naked in a vacuum, a situation of which he had no 

control. A low buzzing whistle penetrated the window. The old clock of his room ticked. 

Sickening dread oozed from Kieran’s heart, pumping its poison round his body as he turned to 

find his front door open – his guests standing in the dully lit hallway. 

Kieran felt his eyes widen. He let out a greeting, the words carrying a shakiness as they left his 

mouth, “Oh, hel—loooo”. The night had already gone disastrously wrong before it’d even 

started, and while it was torture for Kieran, the guests showed no sign of embarrassment. The 

long-silhouetted figures stood watching, still as the stail air of the hall. Both wore long, 

elongated beige trench coats over plain suits. Both faces appeared to have a narrow jawline with 

the faintest stubble coating their cheeks - - but it was hard to distinguish one from the other. 

Indeed, it was hard to get any semblance of an idea of what they actually looked like. The sparse, 

uneven lighting of the hallway was somewhat able wrap around the shape of their skulls and cast 

light onto their heads, but one couldn’t fully identify the faces. They were vague, as if a blur. 

Masking any sign of uneasiness or informality, Kieran’s face forced through a grin no deeper 

than the skin that felt tight over his cheekbones and mouth. With his arm stretched out and 

fingers locked together, he moved to the side to make way for his guests, “I’m so glad you could 

join me – please” – -  

- -but was met with no response. 

Each tick of his old clock seemed to echo in the roaring silence of the room. The guests had not 

responded to his gesture, and simply stood. Kieran was confused, of course, but new he ought 

not to show it. His eyes were beginning to itch with dryness, his cheeks trembled with the weight 

of his grin. All he could do was wait for them to make the first move. 

A long leg lifted off the ground and lay its first foot past the boundary of the doorway and 

landing on the creaking floor. Kieran waited in anticipation. Slowly, the other leg followed. 

“Ah”, he acknowledged. The other guest showed no signs of making the same movement. 

With a determined focus, the guest who had stepped in made his way to the other side of the 

room. It seemed that something had caught his attention, Kieran awkwardly trailing behind him 

to the wardrobe.  

Kieran’s every step was being closely observed.  



The guest’s hand reached for a small vase that Kieran had laboriously cleaned before their 

arrival. 

“It was a gift from my cousin” said Kieran with a lingering voice, hoping for a response. 

The guest, however, didn’t seem care or even listen to the comment as he brought the vase 

closer. 

Kieran’s voice inhabited an elongated groan from the lowly angle in which he was being 

watched.  

It watched intently -- wanted closer. 

He spoke with more confidence, “I’ve always admired the pattern beca-” - a clamouring thud 

came from behind his back. His head whipped around to find his plant pot rolling on its side, the 

soil lining the carpet as it rolled. THUMP went a lamp as it hit the ground, revealing papers and 

packets from his bin, socks, caps, hats, underwear, all scattered around floor. Lifting his gaze 

Kieran saw the other guest, now in the room on his knees, pulling whatever he could from his 

drawers, moving with an extraordinary rapidity as one item after the other flung into the air and 

leaving behind a devastating mess wherever he went. Kieran approached to inspect the activity–-  

His movement put him in better range of the low angle.  

-- unsure how to respond, he attempted to establish a dialogue. 

“Please excuse the mess”, he said, looking on while the guest had sufficiently seen to the items 

in his drawer and promptly moved on to another area. 

From the small crack in the shoebox, it continued to follow Kieran’s every step. 

His words were sluggish and routine, as his attention was more concerned in astonishment at the 

speed at with which the guest moved, “… normally I’m more organis—” – Kieran felt a THUMP 

on his head. He turned again to find the other guests rapidly going through his wardrobe with an 

equally untraceable speed.  

The thing followed as Kieran moved his head. Could smell him. Sense his breath.  

Rubbing his head, “If I’d have known” – cutlery clattered on the floor – “I would have” – a chair 

was overturned – “ensured that the room was tidier”. Empty words. It wasn’t true. The thing in 

the shoebox new it wasn’t true as it watched Kieran from the small opening. Lies. Lies. Lies. It 

wanted out. Out. Out. Out.  

From the swirling chaos, a thick fly pottered out of the opening of the shoebox before taking 

flight in Kieran’s direction. 

“Do either of you want anything to drink?” 

The bug shot towards Kieran’s head, feeling the heat of the blood pumping through his veins 

before he ducked out the way.  

Kieran flayed his hands to swat the bug away, but it was persistent in its pursuit, buzzzzzzzzzing 

closer, closer. The beast caused him anxiety as it got ever closer to his guests with each swoop. 

He tried to win their attention. Talk to them. Divert them. None of it worked. His mind was 

racing trying to figure out what to do, when a CRASH grabbed his attention – the vase examined 

moments before lay shattered on the floor. “It’s fine. Don’t worry. I--” –  

-the fly zoomed with haste for Kieran’s head-. 

 – “probably shoul—” 

 –the fly built a powerful, unstoppable momentum as it approached–  

“n’t have put that there anyway” ------- 
------plunging itself into his ear, burrowing deep. In an instinctive and immediate desperation, 

Kieran’s trembling hand tried to dig it out. The buzzzzzing reverberated through his body. He 

kept frantically digging, digging, digging for the monster, but he now could feel it moving 



through the lobes of his brain. A perpetual buzzzzing wrung through his head as Kieran wrapped 

his arms round his skull. It wriggled deeper, deeper. The pain had blinded him, left him 

clamouring into the wall and sinking to the floor. Gathering his footing, it seemed suddenly 

quiet, there was no movement in the room, none of the whistling rapidity --- 

--- Kieran lifted his head to the silence of his guest’s faceless stares. Each was stood at opposite 

ends of the room looking.  

He stood up, patting his clothes for dust, forcing through the same hollow grin as before and 

chuckled as he spoke, “What happened there? I must have lost my step”, only to be met with the 

same silent glares. Kieran’s mouth was dry and sweat beaded his head. The buzzzzzing 

vibrations still permeated his brain. “Do you like music?”. 

The guests rattled on. 

The soothing jazz tune that played in the room was all but a vague and distant mumbling in the 

back of Kieran’s mind. There was no doubt that the bug ventured deeper into his body. He felt 

himself hot, uncomfortably so. A thick glazing of sweat lined his hand after he wiped the 

emerging coating that covered his head. The ever-flowing perspiration began to shirk his clothes 

under the damp stickiness of his skin, restricting his movements. A disagreeable groaning ache 

stretched Kieran’s stomach, making it guuuurdle and bubble his innards like a hot soup. His 

throat began to contract while his gums his salivated until the gurdles materialised into a moist 

wretch which Kieran strained to retain in his closed mouth, his cheeks elastically expanding. The 

sickness rapidly began to consume him. Soon every time he tried to talk Kieran found this to 

cause his sensitive neck muscles to contract and for preliminary vomit to emerge. 

Gurdle, gurdle, gurlde – his tummy began to jerk and convulse, in and out. The skin felt cold on 

his face, the relentless sweat creating a glacial coating around its shape.  

The proceeding minutes plodded along at, what felt to Kieran, agonising eons of inspection. The 

contents of his room continued to be thrown with disregard by his guests – cabinets, plates, 

books, boxes, all cast aside in seconds despite Kieran’s precise placements of them before their 

arrival, even the vacuum cleaner lay smashed on the ground. Now, the room was unrecognisable, 

as if flipped inside out, gutted of all it housed. BUZZZZZING wrung out louder through 

Kieran’s head, as all his newly acquired ailments intensified. Even despite this, Kieran 

persevered in playing the accommodating host. He noticed one of the guests bending to take a 

look under the bed, where the shoebox lay bare. Pale, sickly and panicked, Kieran slurred out 

what words he could, “It’s ever so nice to ha - -”, a groaning wretch pounced on him, pushing 

down his neck and pulling his shoulders up in a singular and fluid motion, as the gaunt hand 

reached down, it’s fingers tenderly opening the lid. Kieran’s gagging materialised into vomit 

which slipped from his mouth landing on the ground in front of him with a shameful splat.  

The two heads of the guests turned to the sound and stopped their rapid activity at once.  

Kieran quickly moved his foot to cover the sick. He tried to compose himself in his sweat 

drenched and now shrunken clothes.  

The old clock ticked. 

Kieran tried to stare them out, but his mind was flustered, holding their gaze longer until, almost 

instinctively, his eyes darted to the box under his bed. With immediate haste, the guest once 

more went to open the shoebox. The nausea grew in Kieran with an unbearable force.  

The pale hand calmly picked up the box, beginning to lift the lid. It was the only time either of 

the guests had undertaken an action with any ease. 

A buzzzzzzzing screech ripped through Kieran’s bones. He was helpless. He couldn’t bear to 

watch as his head fell into his hands. THUMP went the lid of the shoebox as it hit the floor. With 



what strength he had left, Kieran lifted his stiff neck to look at, what appeared to be, the guest 

dropping the box and leaving the room.  

He was confused as he tracked the figures simultaneously hovering to the door.  

The lid lay next to a largely empty shoebox, except for the odd old receipt.  

Kieran felt a euphoria flush through him like cool water. His body was still sickly, but he could 

hold on a little longer.  

Facing the door of his room, Kieran could see the slender figures of his guests with their backs 

turned to him in the hallway light. 

“Thank you so much for coming gents, I really appreciate it”, he said walking over to the door, 

on his way to close it. 

“I hope you forgive me, but I’ve begun to notice myself feeling a bit under the weather and I—” 

- a vicious chunk of vomit through itself out of Kieran in an instant, taking him by complete 

surprise.  

The guests stopped, turning their heads to Kieran, whose ironed sweater now had a line of vomit 

oozing down from his mouth to his belly.  

They continued to quietly examine him for a moment, but their gaze then became drawn to the 

meek clattering that lay at his feet.  

Kieran’s hair, which he’d previously devoted so much time and energy, was messy and soaked in 

a drying sweat. His shirt, unevenly tucked from his belt. But the nausea that he had so arduously 

fought was now gone.  

The squelching clatter struggled like a fish dying on land. 

Kieran looked down to find a curled-up creature laying on the floor, coated and glistening in his 

stomach acids as it wriggled and struggled with more fervour. He released a sigh. 

 

end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


